Accessorizing
your safe

Necklace Hanger: Attaches to back cover of
safe door and includes
13 pegs to hang necklaces tangle free.
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Emtek’s New Introductions
In the recent years Emtek has
been persistently introducing
new and improved items to
their collections. Their extensive variety and innovative
selections makes them one of
our more popular manufac-

turers with clients. Their
most recent introduction has
been their concealed screw
knob and lever sets, as well as
their 28 degree knob and

Four Drawer Cabinet:
Top drawer includes a
three compartment
ring organizer and a
seven compartment
jewelry organizer.
Drawers two and three
include a three compartment necklace
organizer and four
compartment watch
holder. The bottom
drawer is open for
easy access to large,
more bulky items.
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lever latches.
Emtek hardware was always
available in the past only with

exposed screws on the interior sides of the door. This is
no longer the case. They are
currently offering their lever
and knob selections with fully
concealed screws on both
sides of the door. This gives
the hardware a very clean
and polished look. For those
who like the look of the ex-

posed screws, that option is
still available.
Something that Emtek is coupling with their new hidden
screw sets is the 28 degree
latch. This is a wonderful
device that requires less rotation on the handle to disen-

gage the latch mechanism. It
is very helpful for people with
ergonomic concerns.
For more information on
either of these introductions
please call or stop by today!

Coming Soon!
As our showroom grows and
we bring in new product lines
and updated products from
long standing manufacturers,
we like to keep everybody up
to date and informed.
We are very excited to announce we will be bringing in
a wonderful high-end bath line
from Samuel Heath. We introduced the Perkomatic
Door closers offered by this
www.nobhillhardware.com

company in last month’s issue, but they offer more.
Samuel Heath designs and
manufactures high quality
Bathroom accessories and
architectural hardware in
classic and contemporary
styles. Displays are on their
way and will be available to
see and touch before the end
of the month.
Another up coming expansion

is from Top Knobs. They
are introducing their new
Passport Collection. It consists of several new series
inspired by architectural
masterpieces from around
the world like the Trevi
Fountain in Italy and the
Great Wall in China. These
boards will be arriving in our
showroom in the months to
come. Stay tuned!
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